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Abstract
This curriculum project was designed to make the instruction and learning of probability
and statistics a more interactive and collaborative experience. The project presents non-sequential
lesson plans and learning activities to encourage mathematical discourse between students and
their peers with the goal of supporting the development of conceptual understanding. Topics
covered include conditional probability and the normal curve. All of these lessons are aligned with
the New York State Next Generation Learning Standards for Algebra II.
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Introduction
New York State (NYS) changed the standards for mathematics several times between
2011 and 2017. In 2011, the New York State Board of Regents adopted the P-12 Common Core
Learning Standards (CCLS), which began the process of making mathematics courses more
focused and rigorous (NYSED, 2012). The implementation of these standards began with
Common Core Algebra II Regents Exam and standards taking full effect in 2016. Just a year
later, in 2017, NYS adopted the Next Generation Learning Standards. These standards are a
revised version of the CCLS as a result of feedback from involvement parents, educators, school
administrators and many more (“NYS next generation mathematics learning standards”, 2017).
Like the CCLS, the Next Generation Learning Standards will be phased in over several years,
giving teachers time to adjust to the changes. The first Next Generation Algebra II Regents Exam
will be given in June of 2026 (“Next generation learning standards roadmap and implementation
timeline”, 2021). With the standards changing quickly, this curriculum project was designed to
provide Algebra II teachers with activities that both engage students and align to the new
standards.
In the Algebra II classroom, one of the most difficult units to teach is probability and
statistics. This unit is different than the others, as it does not follow the traditional rules of
mathematics. Probability and statistics forces students to focus on what their work means in
context of the problem. This can be an instructional challenge. The creative activities, designed
to teach probability and statistics in an interactive way, were generated to support this challenge.
The instructional activities were designed to engage students in learning and provide
opportunities for mathematical discourse.
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Literature Review
Mathematical Discourse
Yackel & Cobb (1996) conducted a study on discourse between students in the
mathematics classroom and how it affected their understanding. They found that because
students explored concepts through discussion, they were able to see mathematical concepts
from multiple perspectives by the end of that school year. This study highlights the connection
between discourse and the understanding of mathematics. Sydlik (2015) elaborates on this idea,
stating that conversations in the mathematics classroom help students to be introspective on their
own interpretations of topics. This provides the opportunity to change these interpretations if
necessary. She also states that mathematical discourse is just as helpful for the teacher because
when students discuss a topic out loud, the teacher is better able to gauge where a student is at in
their understanding.
It is up to the teacher to facilitate quality mathematical discourse in the classroom. Stein
(2007) states that in order to do this, teachers must consider two different types of discourse:
cognitive and motivational. Cognitive discourse is what the teacher says to promote conceptual
understanding, which is the foundation of understanding anything in mathematics. When
facilitating cognitive discourse, teachers push students to make connections between the
procedures they use to solve a problem and the concepts that go with them. This involves asking
students for explanations in their answers and frequently asking “why?” or “how?”. Motivational
discourse refers to both praise and supportive statements that teachers give to their students.
Stein (2007) explains that this supportive mathematical discourse encourages more students to
engage in the conversation and is be obtained by “learning through mistakes, collaboration,
persistence, and positive affect” (p. 287). The teacher can do this by assuring students that
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mistakes can be viewed as flawed reasoning, meaning one is on the correct path to learning
(Russell 1999) and do not mean failure. Students should be encouraged to discuss their problemsolving methods and solutions to determine if and where errors occurred.
Active Learning
Active learning is when students physically interact with materials and their environment
during learning (Masalski, 1978). This type of instructional approach provides students the
opportunity to be out of their seats and engaged in hands-on activities to help promote their
understanding of mathematics. These activities can include centers, scavenger hunts, studentlead problems at the board, and any other kind of activity that requires students to leave their
seats. The active learning approach is community-based, meaning it only works when there is
trust established in the classroom (Schettino, 2016). Creating a basis for mathematical discourse
makes the active learning approach easy and engaging for students, as they will feel more
comfortable engaging in non-traditional activities in mathematics classroom.
In a study done by Schettino (2016), five diverse freshman and sophomore girls that
participated in an active learning mathematics classroom were interviewed. All of the students
expressed their appreciation for active learning, saying that they felt more confident when
working together and doing activities at the board. Each student said they felt more likely to
engage in the material and felt like they understood more, showing that the active learning
approach has a positive effect on students. The girls themselves were very different and had
varying opinions of mathematics and their abilities, but all felt that working together at the
whiteboard and engaging in active learning made them better students.
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Curriculum
The lessons presented in this curriculum project are meant to be given in an Algebra II
classroom during the probability and statistics unit. These lessons are non-sequential, meaning
they do not need to be given in the order that they are listed here. Their purpose is to have students
practice their skills while also teaching them how to engage in mathematical discourse with their
peers. Each lesson is paired with NYS Next Generation Learning Standards and objectives. The
lessons were designed to align with these standards, focusing on how to achieve the best level of
conceptual understanding. Keys for these activities are included in the appendix at the end of this
document.
Lesson Outline

Lesson Title
1. Conditional
Probability with
Candy
2. Scavenger Hunt

Topic Covered

NYS Standards Covered

Conditional Probability

AII-S.CP.4

Conditional Probability

AII-S.CP.4
AII-S.CP.7

3. Normal Curve Card
Sort
4. Normal Curve QuizQuiz-Trade

Normal Curve

5. Are We Normal?

Normal Curve

Normal Curve

AII-S.IC.4
AII-S.ID.4b
AII-S.IC.4
AII-S.ID.4a
AII-S.ID.4b
AII-S.IC.4

Lesson 1: Conditional Probability with Candy
Overview: In this activity, students will explore conditional probability in a hands-on way with Skittles and
M&M’s. By doing this, they are able to have a visual representation of what conditional probability really
means. They will work in groups, allowing them to engage in mathematical discourse to deepen their
understanding of conditional probability. Both cognitive and motivational discourse are present in this
lesson. Students are asked to work together to explain their answers, helping to make connections to the
underlying concepts. Since students are working in groups, the teacher is provided more of an opportunity to
talk with students and engage in motivational discourse. Because the answers to the questions in this activity
vary on the data, a key is not possible. However, an example of what a completed worksheet would look like
is included in the appendix of this document.
Objectives:
- Students will work collaboratively create a two-way table of their given sample of M&M’s and
Skittles
- Students will work collaboratively to find conditional probabilities using the table they created
NYS Standards:
- AII-S.CP.4: Interpret two-way frequency tables of data when two categories are associated with each
object being classified. Use the two-way table as a sample space to decide if events are independent
and calculate conditional probabilities.
Materials Needed:
- Conditional Probability with Candy worksheet (included below)
- Large bag of Skittles
- Large bag of M&M’s
- Dixie cups
Procedure:
- Divide students into groups of 4
- Pass out Conditional Probability with Candy worksheet
- Pass out one dixie cup of skittles and one dixie cup of M&M’s to each group
- Instruct students to work in together in their groups to sort their candy in order to fill in their chart
and answer the questions
- Wander from group to group making sure students are staying on task and answer any questions that
may come up
- Regroup and discuss the activity as a class (if time)
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Name: ______________________________

Conditional Probability with Candy

Divide into groups of 3. Each group will get a cup of M&M’s and a cup of Skittles. First, fill out the chart
accordingly. Then, answer the questions that follow.
M&M

Skittle

Totals

Red

Orange

Yellow

Green

Purple/Brown

Blue

Totals
Grand Total
1. Put all of your red pieces of candy into one pile. If you select a piece of candy from this pile at
random, what is the probability that it is going to be a Skittle? How do you know?
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This question is known as conditional probability. The formula for conditional probability is

𝑃(𝐴|𝐵) =

𝑃(𝐴 ∩ 𝐵)
𝑃(𝐵)

Where A and B are two events. 𝑃(𝐴|𝐵) is read as “the probability of A given B”.
2. Let’s rephrase the same question. Given that the piece of candy is red, what is the probability that
it is a skittle? Use the formula above.
First, rewrite the formula in terms of the problem:

Next, substitute in the values for 𝑃(𝐴 ∩ 𝐵) and 𝑃(𝐵) and solve

You should have gotten the same answer as you did in #1. Did we need this formula to answer this question
without separating the red skittles? What could we have done instead? (Hint: look at the table you made)

3. Using your knowledge of probability and what you learned above, find the probabilities listed
below:
a. P(Yellow)

b. P(Green ∩ Skittle)
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c. P(Orange | M&M)

d. P(M&M | Orange)

e. P(Skittle ∪ M&M)

f. P(Skittle | Yellow)

g. P(Purple/Brown | M&M)

h. P(Blue | Skittle)

Did you need the chart to know your answer for h? Why/why not?
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Lesson 2: Probability Scavenger Hunt
Overview: In this activity, students will work their way around the room to complete a scavenger hunt
consisting of 12 different problems. Through this activity, they will practice their skills in conditional
probability and the probability addition rule while getting out of their seats to participate in active learning.
Students will have the opportunity to engage in cognitive discourse with their peers as they attempt to work
through the scavenger hunt and discuss the questions with their partner. Since this activity is more
independent for the students, the teacher will have the opportunity to engage students in motivational
discourse by offering encouragement and reminding students to learn from each other. The key for this
activity is available in the appendix of this document.
Objectives:
- Students will work collaboratively to work through the scavenger hunt successfully
- Students will solve conditional probability problems using two-way tables and their probability
formulas
NYS Standards:
- AII-S.CP.4: Interpret two-way frequency tables of data when two categories are associated with each
object being classified. Use the two-way table as a sample space to decide if events are independent
and calculate conditional probabilities.
- AII-S.CP.7: Apply the Addition Rule, P(A or B) = P(A) + P(B) - P(A and B), and interpret the
answer in terms of the model.
Materials Needed:
- Probability Scavenger Hunt Worksheet (included below)
- 12 Probability Scavenger Hunt Problems (included below)
Procedure:
- Hang the 12 scavenger hunt problems around the room
o Can be done in order or shuffled around, whichever you prefer
- Pass out a scavenger hunt worksheet to each student
- Instruct students to find a partner to complete the scavenger hunt with
- Explain to students that they may start at any one of the 12 stations and that they should loop back to
where they started when they complete all problems
- Wander around the room to answer any questions
- Check students’ work as they finish
- Collect worksheets for classwork grade (optional)
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Name:________________________

Conditional Probability Scavenger Hunt Worksheet

Directions: Start at any problem posted around the room. Once you find the solution to that problem,
look for it on one of the other problems posted. Keep going until you have completed all 12 stations.
1

2

3

4

5

6

14
7

8

9

10

11

12

15

1
100 High School students were surveyed on their
average daily phone screen time. The data is shown
in the chart below:

Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior

0-6 hours

7-13 hours

14+ hours

5
6
8
1

10
8
7
5

13
11
8
18

Given that a student from this group is a
sophomore, what is the probability that their
average daily screen time is 14+ hours?
Round to the nearest tenth if necessary

Answer: 0.45
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2
Luis has a mixed bag of marbles and dice consisting
of the colors red, blue, and yellow. You want to
know the probability that you will draw a yellow
piece from his bag. Instead of telling you the
answer, he gives you 3 clues to figure it out:
P(Yellow ∪ Marble) = 0.4
P(Yellow ∩ Marble) = 0.25
P(Marble | Yellow) = 0.7
What is the probability that you draw a yellow
piece?
Round to the nearest tenth if necessary

Answer: 0.32
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3
At McKinley High School, the probability that a
student is a junior is 0.25 and the probability that a
student has a job given that they are a junior is 0.4.
If a student at McKinley High School is selected at
random, what is the probability that they are both a
junior and have a job?
Round to the nearest tenth if necessary

Answer: 0.26
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4

100 high school students were surveyed on their
average daily phone screen time. The data is shown
in the chart below:

Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior

0-6 hours

7-13 hours

14+ hours

5
6
8
1

10
8
7
5

13
11
8
18

Given that a student from this group has a daily
average of 14+ hours of screen time, what is the
probability that they are a junior?
Round to the nearest tenth if necessary

Answer: 0.52

5

19

There are 725 students at Liberty High School. Of
these students, 56 are on the basketball team, 71
are on the track & field team, and 27 are on both. If
a student from Liberty High School is selected at
random, what is the probability that they play
basketball team or track & field?
Round to the nearest tenth if necessary

Answer: 0.20
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6
At Sunnydale High School, the probability that
strawberry is a student’s favorite flavor of ice cream
𝟏
is , and the probability that a student is a
𝟖

𝟓
.
𝟏𝟖

sophomore is
If the probability that a randomly
selected student is a sophomore or their favorite
𝟓

flavor of ice cream is strawberry is , what is the
𝟑𝟔
probability that a student selected at random is
both a sophomore and chooses strawberry as their
favorite flavor of ice cream?
Round to the nearest tenth if necessary

Answer: 0.14
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Three sports teams from Seven Seas High School
were surveyed on their favorite social media app.
The results are in the chart below:
Football
Soccer
Volleyball

Twitter
7
7
5

Instagram
10
20
11

Snapchat
5
8
6

TikTok
23
15
18

Using the information above, what is the probability
that a student from this group’s favorite social
media app is TikTok, given that they are a volleyball
player?
Round to the nearest tenth if necessary

Answer: 0.43
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300 random students from Bayside High School
were surveyed about the types of gaming consoles
they own. Of the students surveyed, 75 owned an
Xbox, 81 owned a PlayStation, and 12 owned both.
If we randomly selected one of the students
surveyed, what is the probability that the student
does not own a gaming console?
Round to the nearest tenth if necessary

Answer: 0.37
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9
Amelia’s backpack has blue, red, and purple pens
and markers in it. You want to know the probability
that you will pull a pen out of her bag. Instead of
telling you this, she gives you 3 hints:
P(Pen ∪ Red) = 0.5
P(Pen ∩ Red) = 0.27
P(Red) = 0.45
Based off of her 3 hints, what is the probability you
will pull a pen out of her bag?
Round to the nearest tenth if necessary

Answer: 0.44
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Rosewood High School juniors and seniors were
surveyed on their favorite music genres. The data is
given below:
Junior
Senior

Rap
43
36

Country
30
35

Pop
65
50

Alternative
12
9

Given that the student is a junior, what is the
probability that a Rosewood High School student’s
favorite genre of music is country?
Round to the nearest tenth if necessary

Answer: 0.36
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11
A local movie theater surveyed its customers on the
opening weekend of a new movie. Out of the 500
people surveyed, 75 people saw the new movie on
Friday and 152 people saw it on Saturday. If 12
people saw the movie on both Friday and Saturday,
what is the probability that a randomly selected
person out of the 500 surveyed saw the new movie
opening weekend?
Round to the nearest tenth if necessary

Answer: 0.16
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12
Three sports teams from Seven Seas High School
were surveyed on their favorite social media app.
The results are in the chart below:
Football
Soccer
Volleyball

Twitter
7
7
5

Instagram
10
20
11

Snapchat
5
8
6

TikTok
23
15
18

Given that a student from this group’s favorite social
media app is Twitter, what is the probability that
they are on the soccer team?
Round to the nearest tenth if necessary

Answer: 0.10
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Lesson 3: Normal Curve Card Sort
Overview: In this activity, students will use their knowledge about the normal curve and its properties to
match pictures to different vocabulary words and z-scores. Students will work with partners to discuss the
reasoning for each match. This allows for students to engage in mathematical discourse to further their
understanding with the normal curve. Cognitive discourse is present because students are talking with their
partners and linking concepts with picture examples. Because the students are working in groups, the teacher
is able to engage students in motivational discourse because they have more of an opportunity to speak with
small groups to encourage them to join the discussion. Students are also able to work hands on with the
material as they are physically matching visual representations to different vocabulary terms. This activity is
not designed to take up an entire class period. It is best used as a review activity before learning how to use
the normal curve to find probabilities and confidence intervals. A key to this activity will be included in the
appendix of this document.
Objectives:
- Students will work collaboratively and engage in mathematical discourse to complete the cart sort
activity
- Students will use their knowledge of the normal curve and its properties to match vocabulary terms
with the correct picture.
NYS Standards:
* While no NYS Standards are officially covered in this activity, the foundation it lays is important to master
the following standards, and so it is important to cover*:
- AII-S.IC.4: Given a simulation model based on a sample proportion or mean, construct the 95%
interval centered on the statistic (+/- two standard deviations) and determine if a suggested parameter
is plausible.
- AII-S.ID.4b:if appropriate, determine population percentages using a graphing calculator for an
appropriate normal curve.
Materials Needed:
- Picture cards (provided below)
- Vocabulary cards (provided below)
- Answer sheet (provided below)
- Scissors
Procedure:
- Have students break off into partners
- Distribute one set of picture and vocabulary cards and one answer sheet to each group
- Instruct students to cut out the cards and match them together
- Inform students that some pictures may have more than one vocabulary term that may be match to it
- Have students turn in answer sheet or go over it as a whole class
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Card Sort: The Normal Curve Vocabulary Cards

Mean > Median

Mean < Median
a

Mean = Median

b

Skew Right
c

Skew Left

d

Symmetric
e

Two – Tailed

f

Two – Tailed
g

One – Tailed

h

Z = 1.645
i

Z = -1.645 and Z = 1.645

j

Z = -1.96 and Z = 1.96
k

l

29
1

2

3

4

5

6
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Partner 1 Name: _______________________

Normal Curve Card Sort Answer Sheet

Partner 2 Name: _______________________
Directions: Cut out each card from the given sheets. Match the vocabulary terms to the correct picture.
Each picture should have two vocabulary terms matched with it. Once you have them matched, record your
answers here. Each picture is labeled 1 – 6 and each vocabulary term is labeled a – l. Write the letters next
to the numbers corresponding to the picture cards below.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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Lesson 4: Normal Curve Quiz-Quiz-Trade
Overview: In this activity, students will use their knowledge about the normal curve and its properties to
answer a series of questions. Each student will get one question card will and quiz each other on their
questions. When both students have had time to answer, they will trade their questions, move onto another
partner, and start the process again. This allows for students to work with multiple different partners and
questions to provides an opportunity for multiple conversations about the topic. This promotes cognitive
discourse. Since this activity is more independent for the students, the teacher will have the opportunity to
engage students in motivational discourse by offering encouragement and reminding students to learn from
each other’s interpretations. This activity also allows students to partake in active learning because they are
out of their seats and working in a non-traditional and collaborative way. The questions in this activity were
derived from jmap.com’s Algebra II resources (Sibol), which is cited in the reference section of this
document. An example of a completed worksheet is provided in the appendix of this document.
Objectives:
- Students will work collaboratively to complete the quiz-quiz-trade activity
- Students will use their knowledge of the normal curve and its properties to answer the QQT questions
and engage in mathematical discourse
NYS Standards:
- AII-S.IC.4: Given a simulation model based on a sample proportion or mean, construct the 95%
interval centered on the statistic (+/- two standard deviations) and determine if a suggested parameter
is plausible.
Materials Needed:
- Quiz-quiz-trade (QQT) cards (provided below)
Procedure:
- Pass out a QQT card to each student
- Instruct students to fold their card along the line so that the question is on one side and the answer is
on the other
- Count off students by two’s to separate them into two groups
- Have the two groups line up across from each other
- Explain to the students the rules of the QQT:
o Each student will answer the other’s question. The answer is provided on the back of the card.
Discuss any confusion with your partner first before asking the teacher
o Once finished wait for the teacher to tell you to move
o Students will trade cards and one line will move one step to the right, with the person on the
end moving down to the other end of the line
o Repeat process until all students have quizzed each other at least once
- Start the QQT activity, walking around and answering any student questions
- Once activity is finished, have students return to their seats to discuss any commonly missed
problems
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Is this graph symmetric, skew left, or skew right? What is the
relationship between the mean and median? Explain.

- Skewed right
- Mean > median

B has a greater standard deviation
because it has a wider spread. This
means that there is more variability.

A

B

Which graph has a greater standard deviation? How do you know?
33
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Is this graph symmetric, skew left, or skew right? What is the
relationship between the mean and median? Explain.

- Skewed left because
the tail is dragged to
the left
- Mean < median

A has less variability because it has a
more narrow spread. This means that
most of the data is close to the mean,
meaning that it has little variability.

A

B

Which graph has less variability? How do you know?
35
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Two sets of data have the same mean but different
standard deviations. They are represented as 𝝈𝟏 and 𝝈𝟐 .
If we know that
𝝈𝟏 > 𝝈𝟐 , which of the following statements best
describes the variability of data sets 1 and 2?

A – data set 1 has the greater
variability. Greater standard
deviation means there is more
spread.
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What percent of data falls within two standard deviations of the
mean in a normal distribution?

95% of data falls between two
standard deviations of the
mean
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A class of high school algebra 2 students collected data on the heights
of everyone in their class. This data is listed below:
Mean
Mode
Standard
deviation

65 inches
62 inches
2 inches

Based off of the given data, which interval reflects 95% of the heights
of students in the class?

65 ± 4 - 95% of data falls within 2
standard deviations of the mean. 65 is
the mean, and we would include all
heights 4 inches above and below the
mean.
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A set of test scores is distributed normally
with a mean of 80 and a standard deviation
of 5. Between which two scores do 68% of
the scores lie?

75 and 85 – 68% of data falls within
one standard deviation of the mean,
so subtract 5 and add 5 to the mean to
get the interval 75-85
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The results of the most recent math exam are approximated by the
curve given below. Based off of this information, what is the mean
and the standard deviation of this data?

Mean – 76
Standard Deviation – 3

41

What percent of data falls within one standard deviation of the mean
in a normal distribution?

68% of data falls within one
standard deviation of the mean

A: 70 and 82
95% of the data on a normal curve
falls within two standard deviations
of the mean. ON this curve, 70 is two
standard deviations below and 82 is
two standard deviations above.

The results of the most recent math exam are approximated by the
curve given below. Based off of this information, between what two
scores does 95% of the data fall?
42

43

Two sets of data have the same mean but differ in
variability. If we know that the variability in data set 2 is
greater than the variability in data set 1, which of the
following statements can we assume to be true?
a. 𝜎1 > 𝜎2
b. 𝜎1 < 𝜎2
c. 𝜎1 = 𝜎2
d. There is not enough information to make an
assumption

Greater variability means a greater
standard deviation
B – 𝜎1 < 𝜎2
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A high school consisting of 1000 students surveyed every student
about their average daily phone screen time. The data is given below:
Mean
Mode
Standard
deviation

10 hours
12.5 hours
2 hours

Based off of the given data, which interval reflects 99% of the phone
screen time for the students at that high school?

10 ± 6 – 99% of data falls within 3
standard deviations of the mean. 10 is the
mean, and we would include all times 6
hours above and below the mean.
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100 females were randomly selected and surveyed
about their shoe size. The data was found to be
normally distributed, with the mean being 7 and the
standard deviation being 1.5. Approximately what
percent of shoe sizes will fall between 5.5 and 8.8?

68%
The given interval is one standard
deviation above and below the
mean, which contains 68% of the
data

34%
The given interval is the mean and one
standard deviation above it. By knowing that
one standard deviation above and below is
68% and that a normal curve is symmetric,
we can infer that just one standard deviation
above the mean is half of 68%

The scores of an exam have a normal distribution. The mean of the
scores is 75 and the standard deviation is 4. Approximately what
percent of the students taking the exam can be expected to score
between 75 and 79?
46
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The students at Sunnydale High School were surveyed about their
average daily screen times on their phones. The data was found to be
normally distributed and is represented by the curve below in hours.
Based off of this information, what percentage Sunnydale HS
students’ screen times would fall between 7 and 11 hours?

7 and 11 is two standard deviations below
the mean. While it is known that 2 standard
deviations above and below the mean is 95%
and that the normal curve is symmetric, we
can infer that 2 standard deviations in just
one direction is half of 95%.
A: 47.5%
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The students at Sunnydale High School were surveyed about their
average daily screen times on their phones. The data was found to be
normally distributed and is represented by the curve below in hours.
Based off of this information, what is the mean and the standard
deviation of this data?

Mean – 11 hours
Standard Deviation – 2 hours
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What percent of data falls within three standard deviations of the
mean in a normal distribution?

99% of data falls within three
standard deviations of the
mean
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The average amount of time that a high school
student plays Fortnite in a week is normally
distributed. If a high school student plays
Fortnite an average of 12 hours per week, with a
standard deviation of 2.5 hours, approximately
what is the probability of a high school student
playing Fortnite between 9.5 and 14.5 hours a
week?

A: 68%
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If the amount of time students work in any
given week is normally distributed with a mean
of 12 hours per week and a standard deviation
of 2 hours, approximately what is the
probability a student works between 8 and 16
hours per week?

A: 95%

Mean: 80
Standard Deviation: 5
Since this contains 95% of the scores, we know that there are
4 standard deviations between 90 and 70 (two above the
mean and two below). 90-70=20, and if we divide that by 4,
we get a standard deviation of 5. From this we can get our
mean by going two standard deviations above 70 or two
below 90 to get 80.

In the accompanying diagram, the shaded area represents
approximately 95% of the scores on a standardized test. Based on the
given information, what could be the mean and standard deviation of
this data?
52

Mean: 80
Standard Deviation: 4
Since this contains 68% of the scores, we know that there are
2 standard deviations between 76 and 84 (one above the
mean and one below). 84-76=8, and if we divide that by 2, we
get a standard deviation of 4. From this we can get our mean
by going one standard deviation above 76 or one below 84 to
get 80.

In the accompanying diagram, the shaded area represents
approximately 68% of the scores on a standardized test. Based on the
given information, what could be the mean and standard deviation of
this data?
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Lesson 5: Are We Normal?
Overview: In this activity, students will work with real data to determine if it is normally distributed and use
their knowledge on the normal curve to answer questions. Students will work in partners to encourage
mathematical discourse and work interactively with data that they collect themselves. They will measure
each other’s heights, look at the shape, center, and spread of the data, and calculate probabilities based on its
normal distribution. This provides students the opportunity to engage in cognitive discourse because they
will discuss their findings with their partners and explain how it all connects to the underlying concepts of
the normal curve. It also makes motivational discourse more possible for the teacher as they will be more
able to move throughout the room and facilitate encouraging dialog among the whole class and individual
groups. This activity assumes that students already have the understanding of what standard deviation is and
how to calculate it. It also assumes that students understand the standard deviation’s relationship with the
normal curve and the percentages that go with it (68%, 95%, 99% within 1, 2, and 3 standard deviations of
the mean, respectively). A worked through example will be provided in the appendix of this document, as
well as a rubric to grade the students’ work.
Objectives:
- Students will work collaboratively to collect data on the heights of the class
- Students will determine if that data is considered to be normal
- Students will work collaboratively to create a normal curve and answer probability questions using
their calculators
Standards:
- AII-S.ID.4a: Recognize whether or not a normal curve is appropriate for a given data set.
- AII-S.ID.4b: If appropriate, determine population percentages using a graphing calculator for an
appropriate normal curve.
- AII-S.IC.4: Given a simulation model based on a sample proportion or mean, construct the 95%
interval centered on the statistic (+/- two standard deviations) and determine if a suggested parameter
is plausible.
Materials Needed:
- Are We Normal? worksheet (provided below)
- Tape measures
Procedure:
- Instruct students to partner up
- Pass out the Are We Normal? worksheets and a tape measure to each partner group
- Instruct students to measure their partner’s height in inches, rounding to the nearest half inch.
o While they do this, create a space on the front board for them to record their data for the
whole class
- Instruct students to record their heights on the front board for everyone to see
- Instruct students to move through the rest of the worksheet working with their partners. Walk around
and make sure that everyone is on task. Address any common questions/misunderstandings with the
whole class
- As the class is finishing up, discuss findings as a whole class
- Discuss the students’ answers to #4 as a whole class
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Name:_________________________

Are We Normal?

Height is a measurement that is usually found to be normally distributed. Today, we are going to test if that
is true for our class. First, you will collect data on the heights of all of your classmates. Then you will create
a normal curve to represent this data and use it to answer some questions.
1. Collect Data – Find a partner and use a measuring tape to record each other’s heights. Round to the
nearest half inch.
Your height: ___________ inches
Partner’s height: __________ inches
After you’ve recorded your heights here, have one person from your group write your data on the
front board with the rest of the class. Once everyone has recorded their heights on the front board,
copy the data below:

Frequency

2. Create your Curve – The first step in creating a normal curve is determining if your data set is
normally distributed. We can do this by creating a frequency table, or a histogram. With your partner,
use your graphing calculator to create a histogram and sketch it below. (If needed, instructions on
how to create a histogram on your calculator are listed on the back of this activity):

Height (inches)

Based on this graph, do you think that this data is normally distributed? Why/why not?
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Now let’s represent this data as a normal curve. In order to do this, we need to know the mean and
standard deviation.
Mean: _____ inches
Standard Deviation: _____ inches

Using these two pieces of information, label the normal curve below:

Height (inches)
3. Calculations – Use the information you gathered above to answer the following questions
a. Given what you know about standard deviations and their relationship to normal gives, give a
95% confidence interval for the data above and state it in terms of the context

We can also find exact probabilities of certain data occurring in our set by using our calculators.
This is done using the function normalcdf. All we need to know to use this function is the mean
and standard deviation of the data. Instructions on how to use this function on the calculator are
listed on the back of this activity.
Answer the following questions using the normalcdf function on your calculator. For each
question, draw a normal curve representing what is being asked, shading in the appropriate
interval.
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b. What is the probability that a student’s height is less than 70 inches?

c. What is the probability that a student’s height is greater
than 67.5 inches?

d. What is the probability that a student’s height is between 64 inches and 66 inches?

4. Inferences – Do you think this data could be used to make inferences about the heights of students
entire school? Why/why not? (Hint: look at the population of students in your class)
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Histogram on Calculator Instructions:

For TI-84:
1. Enter data into L1 in your calculator.
a. Press math -> edit
2. Turn on stat plots
a. Press 2nd -> 1 -> on
b. Select the histogram picture
3. Press graph
4. Press zoom -> ZoomStat

For TI-nspire:
1. Create a new document and press option 4: Add Lists & Spreadsheet
2. Name your column and enter data below

3. Press menu -> data -> quick graph

4. Press menu -> plot type -> histogram
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Normalcdf Calculator Instructions:
For TI-84:
1. Press 2nd -> vars -> normalcdf(
2. Enter lower and upper limits, mean, and standard deviation
a. For greater than and less than probabilities, one limit will be infinity depending which way
the probability is shaded.
i. For greater than, put 1010 in for the upper limit
ii. For less than, put -1010 in for the lower limit
3. Press enter to calculate probability
For TI-nspire:
1. Create a new document and press option 1: Add Calculator
2. Press menu -> 6. statistics -> 5. Distributions -> 2. Normal Cdf
3. Enter lower and upper limits, mean, and standard deviation
a. For greater than and less than probabilities, one limit will be infinity depending which way
the probability is shaded.
i. For greater than, put 1010 in for the upper limit
ii. For less than, put -1010 in for the lower limit
4. Press OK to calculate probability
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Validity
To validate this project’s effectiveness, two veteran mathematics teachers reviewed the
curriculum project and offered their feedback. Teacher 1 is an Algebra II teacher and Teacher 2
is an AP Statistics teacher who has also taught Algebra II in the past. Both were given the
curriculum portion of this project and answered the same four questions after they reviewed it.
The questions and a summary of their answers are listed below.
1. Based on your experiences with students as a tenured teacher, how effective do you think
these activities would be in meeting the needs of students?
Teacher 1 stated that the activities seem to be very effective. They noted that the directions are
easy to follow and provide a lot of opportunities for students to have their own input. They liked
that activities allow the teacher acts more as a facilitator and can work more one-on-one with
students that may be struggling, allowing the needs of all students to be met. Teacher 2 said this
curriculum project has great activities that would help students learn material in a way that
promotes engagement and discourse.
2. Do you think that all activities provide good opportunities for students to engage in
productive mathematical discourse?
Teacher 1 said that the activities are great at providing the students a chance to engage in
mathematical discourse. They like the culture created by the activities because it offers students a
low-risk environment to talk about their ideas and thoughts. They also like that the activities
provide the teachers with opportunities to add to the discussions if needed. Teacher 2 stated that
the activities “absolutely would encourage productive mathematical discourse”.
3. What do you believe are the strengths of these activities?
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Teacher 1 stated the strengths of the activities were interaction between students, the teacher
acting as a facilitator with the ability to monitor and adjust as needed, and that they provided
meaningful representations of statistics in interesting ways. Teacher 2 stated that the main
strength of the activities was its focus in active learning. They emphasized that active learning
engages students and can make bigger impressions that lead to deeper understanding for
students.
4. What do you believe are the weaknesses of these activities?
Both Teacher 1 and Teacher 2 noted that the quiz-quiz-trade questions would be better as free
response rather than multiple choice. They both said this would provide more opportunity for
students to engage in mathematical discourse, and teacher 2 stated this would lead to a deeper
cognitive understanding. After receiving this feedback from both teachers, I changed the
questions to free response in order to strengthen the effectiveness of the activity.
In all, both Teacher 1 and Teacher 2 believe that these activities would be effective in the
Algebra II classroom to deepen conceptual understanding of probability and statistics through the
use of mathematical discourse. Their suggestions to the curriculum project were taken into
consideration when finalizing the activities, improving the project’s effectiveness overall.
Conclusion
Active learning driven by mathematical discourse is a fun and engaging way for students
to learn and review material. Probability and statistics is a unique area of mathematics where
interactive lessons allow for students to see how the math they learn in class can apply to reallife scenarios, which deepens their conceptual understanding overall. However, with the multiple
revisions in the New York State standards for mathematics, it can be difficult for teachers to
keep up with these standards while continuing to provide students engaging ways to learn. This
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curriculum project exists to do exactly that. It is this author’s hope that teachers will use the
activities from this project to create an active learning environment that encourages mathematical
discourse.
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